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Abstract: Natural language understanding is an important field in Artificial Intelligence. To extract semantic relations from natural lan⁃
guage, so that the computer can understand a sentence like human beings, a method of Chinese semantic parsing based on LTP and
HowNet is presented. And the main architecture of the semantic parsing system is given out. Firstly, the markers of LTP are mapped to the
markers of HowNet. Secondly, information structure model tree database is constructed by the information structures from HowNet.
Thirdly, the result of dependency analysis is processed by using embedded tree matching method and word similarity computing using Mar⁃
kov Model and tree similarity. And the semantic relations are extracted by the semantic parsing system. Finally, the feasibility of the method
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2)在 tempResult中找到一个包含 leafNode的单元 resultNode，在modifiedResult[resultNode]中添加 leafNode，将 resultNode置为目标
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